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Energy Security in the V4

David Grodzki
			

Introduction

E

nergy security has become one of the most important issues on the agenda of the
European Union since the second gas crisis of 2009 when Russian gas flows to
Europe were interrupted in the course of Moscow’s dispute with Ukraine over
transit fees and higher gas prices. Even though energy security is of importance for
the EU as a whole, with the Commission estimating that the import dependency of the
Union will reach 73-79 per cent by 2020 and close to 90 per cent by 2030, especially the
new twelve member states will be affected by any decision Russia makes about future
(oil1 and) gas exports. In particular the Visegrad countries face a number of common
challenges that make cooperation within the V4 setting not necessarily obligatory but
highly recommendable.
The gas crisis of 2006 when Russian gas supplies dried up for a couple of days and
Central Eastern European (CEE) states were forced to rely on their stocks was only a
precursor to the events of 2009. In 2006 three of the V4 countries reported significant
reductions in supplies. Whereas Hungary faced a severe drop in gas supplies of around 40
per cent, Slovakia received 30 per cent less gas than contractually agreed upon. Poland’s
gas supplies were around 14 per cent lower, compared to normal supply levels.2 The
dispute lasted four days, but alarmed the EU only shortly when the deficiency in supply
was approaching the German and French borders threatening with a wider impact on
EU member states’ supplies. Measures to strengthen the energy security of the EU and
especially of the CEE countries were discussed and dropped shortly thereafter, especially
because the EU’s biggest member states, such as Germany and Italy, remained reluctant to
embrace any measures that would have created a more united European position towards
energy producers like Russia.
How dangerous a lack of a common front vis-á-vis Russia could be was witnessed
three years later, when supplies dried up again. The gas dispute between Ukraine and
Russia in 2009 was more severe in scope, length and consequences, especially for the
V4 countries and their eastern neighbours, Romania and Bulgaria. Supply cuts affected
Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and the Czech Republic so severely that Slovakia declared the
state of emergency.3 The country, which depends almost entirely on Russia for its natural
gas supply even considered restarting a nuclear facility shut down before its accession to
1

2
3

Note that the security of supply with regards to oil is not covered in this paper due to the fact that oil
is a globally traded good with relatively stable costs, regardless of its origin. This allows even the V4
countries to diversify their imports away from Russia to some degree. Nonetheless one should not
assume that the situation is significantly better but interconnection is somewhat better and ensures a
relatively stable supply of this commodity.
“Ukraine ‘Stealing Europe’s Gas’”. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/4574630.stm, 1 February
2006.
“FACTBOX – 18 Countries Affected by Russia–Ukraine Gas Row”. Reuters, http://www.reuters.
com/article/2009/01/07/uk-russia-ukraine-gas-factbox-idUKTRE5062Q520090107?sp=true, 1 July
2009.
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the EU.4 Supplies from their western partners as well as supply delivery cuts to industrial
customers and other measures to reduce gas consumption helped to convince the Slovak
leadership from bringing the phased out nuclear power plant back onto the grid. Solidarity,
a key term for Poland during the negotiations of the Lisbon treaty, had been an important
factor in limiting the impact of the supply cuts. However, once again, after the crisis
was resolved, business-as-usual was the preferred method of the EU towards Russia,
unfortunately also to a large extent in the V4 countries.

Common Issues of the V4

T

he deteriorating relations between Russia and Ukraine, and a smaller degree, also
between Russia and Belarus, have affected and threatened the energy security
especially of the new member states. The problems these countries face are
manifold, yet some are shared by all: all of them depend to a very large extent on Russian
gas supplies. Russia is the only, or the biggest source of their energy imports and almost
all of them have very weakly diversified imports. In case a supply cut, no alternative
supply routes exist, leaving these countries literally in the cold. The problem is amplified
by the fact that most of these countries represent only small markets, meaning competition
is very limited, and their historical role as transit countries for natural gas from Russia to
western markets (see graphic on the next page).
The Czech Republic has a relatively well diversified portfolio with regards to its natural
gas supply. Even though the largest part is imported from Russia – around 58.8 per cent
– the country receives substantial amounts of gas from Norway (34.6%) and Germany
(6.6%).5 This makes the country stand out among the countries in the region that are
mostly exclusively importing gas from Russia. Furthermore, even if the German exports
are re-vamped Russian gas, it marks a tremendous effort of successful diversification,
given that the country had imported close to 80 per cent of its gas from Russia and around
20 per cent from Norway in 2008.6 Poland’s gas imports are covered almost entirely by
Russia (90%), with Germany providing the remaining ten per cent coming from Germany,
even though this gas, too, is often of Russian origin.7 Slovakia has been relying entirely
on Russian gas before the 2009 gas crisis8. Hungary, too, is dependent to a large extent on
Russian gas. Close to four-fifth of its gas imports come from Russia, with the remainder
coming from both Germany and France as well as Turkmenistan.9
4
5

6
7
8
9

“Slovakia to Restart Nuclear Plant”. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/7822556.stm, 1 October 2009.
Petr Binhack – Jakub Jaroš: “Energy Policy of the Czech Republic”. In: Energy Security of the V4
Countries. How do Energy Relations Change in Europe (ed. by Joanna Świątkowska). Cracow:
Kosciuszko Institute – Visegrad International Fund, 2011.
“Oil and Gas Security – Czech Update 2010”. IEA, www.iea.org/papers/security/czech_2010.pdf.
“Poland’s Energy Sector and Russia’s Position”. Warsaw Business Journal, http://www.wbj.pl/article58094-stratfor-polands-energy-sector-and-russias-position.html, 20 February 2012.
Simon Taylor: “Gas Crisis Spurs Talk of Nuclear Revival”. European Voice, http://www.europeanvoice.
com/article/imported/gas-crisis-spurs-talk-of-nuclear-revival/63691.aspx, 22 January 2009.
“Oil and Gas Security – Hungary 2012”. IEA, www.iea.org/papers/security/hungary_2012.pdf.
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EIA: Russian natural gas pipelines.

Another feature that currently sets the Czech gas market apart from its partners in
the V4 framework (and also the extended V4+10) is interconnection. It is relatively well
integrated into the European gas market. Interconnectors exist between the Czech network
and Germany, allowing the country to tab into the new Nord Stream pipelines through
the OPAL (Ostsee-Pipeline-Anbindungs-leitung – Baltic Sea Pipeline Link) and Gazelle
pipelines. OPAL will allow Russian gas delivered through Nord Stream to flow to the
Czech Republic – one reason why the country did not join sides with Poland and the
Baltic States in the immediate aftermath after the project was announced. Furthermore,
10 The term V4+ in this paper entails the original V4 countries as well as Bulgaria and Romania. It
should not be confused with the Visegrad+ programme of the V4 group.
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an interconnector in Cieszyn links the country to the Polish gas networks since late 2011.11
Both connections will add to the already now somewhat secure natural gas supply situation
of the country. However, the gas infrastructure of the Soviet Union and its east–west
orientation currently limit even the Czech Republic’s possibilities to diversify. Any effort
to acquire additional natural gas supplies from the Caspian region, such as energy rich
Turkmenistan, is currently dependent on flow through the Russian pipeline system.
Poland, the biggest of the V4 countries, similarly suffers from the historical east–
west orientation of the Russian pipeline system, which leaves the country in the position
of a transit country for gas destined for Western European markets, such as Germany
or France. Unlike the Czech Republic, Poland has not undertaken serious measures
to diversify its imports before the 2009 gas crisis. This is partly due to the fact that
natural gas plays a smaller role in the country’s energy mix than, for example, in
Hungary. However, the events of 2006–2009 and the Russo-German go alone approach
with Nord Stream, against the objections brought forward by Poland, the Baltic States
as well as Sweden and Finland, have given the government enough stimulus to push
ahead with plans to build an LNG (Liquefied natural gas) terminal in Świnoujście.
Furthermore, interconnectors link the Polish gas network to Germany (at Lasów) and
the Czech Republic (at Cieszyn). Another interconnectors are planned and will
connect Poland and Lithuania. This will allow a future linking between the Baltic
Energy Market12 – the Baltic States, Finland, Sweden, Poland and Germany – with
the V4 energy markets. Just recently intentions to link the gas networks of Poland and
Slovakia have been announced. Such an interconnector would mark a first step towards
the creation of the EU’s Southern Gas Corridor.13 However, so far only an agreement to
conduct a feasibility study has been signed, meaning any real interconnection between
both countries will take a few years before becoming a reality.14
Hungary finds itself in a particularly paradoxical situation. Even though the country
is relatively well interconnected, with interconnectors linking the Hungarian gas network
to Austria (since the mid-1990s), Ukraine and Romania, it is very sensitive to supply
cuts. Around 40 per cent of its primary energy supply is covered by natural gas,15 a figure
that is expected to rise even more till 2030. The majority is imported from Russia and
Turkmenistan. Russian gas amounts to around 80 per cent of Hungary’s natural gas imports,
with Turkmen gas making up a large part of the remainder. The negligible rest of its gas
11 “Polish–Czech Interconnector Launched”. Natural Gas Europe, http://www.naturalgaseurope.com/
polishczech-interconnector-launched, 14 September 2011.
12 “Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan (BEMIP)”. European Commission, http://ec.europa.eu/
energy/infrastructure/bemip_en.htm.
13 “Polish, Slovak Companies Choose Contractor for Feasibility Study of Natural Gas Interconnector”.
Natural Gas Europe, http://www.naturalgaseurope.com/gazoprojekt-eurstream-gazsystem-slovakpolish-pipeline, 3 April 2012.
14 “Polish GAZOPROJEKT Becomes Contractor for Interconnector Enabling Country to Access Southern
Gas Corridor”. Turkish Weekly, http://www.turkishweekly.net/news/133281/polish-gazoprojektbecomes-contractor-for-interconnector-enabling-country-to-access-southern-gas-corridor.html, 3
April 2012.
15 Kornel Andzsans-Balogh: “The Road to Hungarian Energy Security”. http://www.ensec.org/index.
php?option=com_content&view=article&id=278:the-road-to-hungarian-energy-security&catid=114:
content0211&Itemid=374, 15 March 2011.
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imports come from Germany and France. Even though the addition of Turkmenistan as
a natural gas supplier is good news, the reality is less bright. Turkmen gas is transported
through the Russian pipelines, effectively nullifying the diversification efforts.16 However,
the government has recognised the short-comings of its diversification efforts and new
interconnection with Slovakia, Slovenia as well as Croatia are planned and will allow
Hungary access to natural gas delivered with LNG ships to the LNG terminals in Croatia
and Italy.
Slovakia has been hit hardest among the V4 countries during the 2009 gas crisis. The
country lacks proper linkage to the western markets. Only one interconnector currently
connects the Slovak gas network to Austria. Other interconnections include links with
the Hungarian and the Czech network, both of which were affected by the crisis, too.
Given the country’s dependence on Russia for almost 75% of its natural gas imports
– the remainder is provided by E.ON and GDF Suez17 – diversification efforts have been
relatively modest. Two proposed projects, the Norwegian–Polish interconnector and an
inter-system connector that would have preceded the Norwegian–Polish project, had
received little to no attention from the Slovak government.18
Besides weak diversification and a strong dependence on Russia for natural gas supplies,
another important factor unites the V4 countries: the size of their energy markets. Taken
individually, none of the V4 countries can rival the natural gas consumption volumes of
their Western European partners. Germany’s natural gas consumption, the second highest
in the EU behind the UK, is more than eight times higher than Hungary’s, and still more
than five times higher than Poland’s.19 This has serious implications for the energy security
of these countries as it negatively impacts on the competition on the domestic energy
markets. Whereas in Germany the number of retailers selling natural gas to customers
has reached 820 in 2009, and in Italy stands at 303, the respective figures are considerably
smaller in Poland (52), Slovakia (14), Hungary (28) and the Czech Republic (28).20
Similarly, the market share of the largest natural gas retailers, indicates that the
domestic natural gas markets are usually heavily dominated by one company. Hungary’s
natural gas market is the exception here, as the largest natural gas retailer holds a share
of slightly more than 15 per cent of the market. In the Czech Republic, the market leading
natural gas distributor has a market share of 62.4 per cent. The Slovak market is even
stronger dominated. Here 76 per cent of the natural gas market share is held by the largest
natural gas retailer. In Poland, practically no competition on the natural gas market can
16 “Oil and Gas Security – Hungary 2012”.
17 “SPP Enters into Diversification Contracts with E.ON Ruhrgas and GDF SUEZ”. SPP, http://www.
spp.sk/en/the-media/news/press-releases/?sprava=380. 26 June 2009.
18 Andrej Nosko – Peter Ševce: “The Evolution of Energy Security in the Slovak Republic”. IAGS, http://
www.ensec.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=262:the-evolution-of-energysecurity-in-the-slovak-republic&catid=110:energysecuritycontent&Itemid=366, 29 September 2010.
19 “Statistical Review of World Energy”. BP, www.bp.com/assets/bp_internet/globalbp/globalbp_
uk_english/reports_and_publications/statistical_energy_review_2011/STAGING/local_assets/pdf/
statistical_review_of_world_energy_full_report_2011.pdf, June 2011.
20 “Natural Gas Market Indicators”. European Commission, http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/
statistics_explained/index.php/ Natural_ gas_market_indicators#Natural_ gas_market_-_
Import_.26_Production_.28IMPRO.29.
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be detected. PGNiG has a market share of well over 90 per cent, giving it virtually a
monopoly over imports and distribution of the fuel.21 These numbers are not surprising
when the number of “main” natural gas retailers, e.g. companies that have a share of at least
5 per cent of final customer consumption of natural gas, is taken into account. The Polish
(1), Czech (2) and Slovak (3) natural gas markets have a very low penetration of “main”
natural gas distributors, whereas the Hungarian market is splintered. Ten companies
currently hold a share of at least 5 per cent of total gas consumed. Two reverse trends are
visible in the V4. Whereas the number of main retailers of natural gas has dropped in the
Czech Republic (peak: 8 in 2008) and Poland (7 in 2006), the opposite can be observed
in Hungary where the competition among “main” retailers has increased from 6 (2008) to
10, and Slovakia (from 1 to 3).22 However, drawing the conclusion that a higher number
of “main” companies on the domestic natural gas market translates into more energy
security and more stable supplies of energy would be short-sighted. The respective figures
for two of the EU’s largest natural gas consumers, France (3) and Germany (2) make it
clear that diversification of supplies and supply routes might be more important that the
number of market players.
The lack of competition between energy companies, Hungary excluded, leads to
the unfortunate situation that energy import infrastructure, as well as storage facilities,
remain limited, whereas investments in alternative supply routes are non-existent. These
problems are present in all four Visegrad countries, and efforts to invite other European
energy companies to enter their national markets have been unsuccessful. There is no
doubt that national governments have been reluctant to embrace more competition that
might threaten the position of the often still partly state-owned energy utilities. The Polish
government’s strategy paper on energy policy till 2030 foresees that the government should
introduce measures to strengthen the competition on the energy market, yet maintain
strategic shares in key companies of the sector.23 Among those considered to be a key
asset are oil companies PGNiG, PKN Orlen and Lotos Group. The latter had become a
potential take-over candidate for Russia’s Rosneft, which backed by the Kremlin eagerly
expressed interests in acquiring stakes in Poland’s second largest oil company.24 However,
after an unsuccessful effort to privatise the company – only Russian companies expressed
their intention to bid – plans to privatise Lotos Group were called off in December 2011.
In early 2012 the Polish government announced that no further tender would be opened
to immediately sell its stakes in the company, nor were there any plans for the 2012–13
period.25 Given the lack of interest of western companies in Lotos, the government might
follow through on its plans to keep stakes in key market players. Even though it currently
holds more than 50 per cent in Lotos Group, it might opt for a domestic privatisation of
the company. This idea, though only hinted at, would allow the government to cash in
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
23 “Polityka energetyczna do roku 2030” [Energy Policy until 2030]. Ministerstvo Gospodarki, www.
mg.gov.pl/files/upload/8134/Polityka%20energetyczna%20ost_en.pdf, 10 November 2009.
24 Vladimir Socor: “Russia Targeting Oil Assets in Poland and Lithuania”. http://eurodialogue.org/
Russia-Targeting-Oil-Assets-in-Poland-and-Lithuania, 8 November 2010.
25 Jan Cienski: “Lotos: No Russian Buyers, We Are Polish”. http://blogs.ft.com/beyond-brics/2012/03/02/
no-russian-buyers-for-lotos-please-we-are-polish, 12 March 2012.
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while keeping the company’s ownership Polish.26 It would not be the first case of domestic
privatisation either. Poland’s cooper mining giant KGHM had increased its share in
Poland’s second largest energy utility Tauron to over 10 per cent in 2010 and announced
recently that it would seek to increase its stake in the company in a move to diversify
revenue streams.27
Concerns especially in the V4 countries over Russian energy companies buying into the
national energy markets are wide-spread. The experience of MOL, the Hungarian energy
utility, which saw more than 20 per cent of its share transferred from Austria’s OMV to
the secretive Russian Surgutneftegaz in 2009, has been a warning to the governments in
Warsaw, Prague and Bratislava. OMV’s failed hostile takeover and subsequent sale to
Surgut had strained relations between Moscow and Budapest as well as between Austria
and Hungary, with the Hungarian government denouncing Austria has having acted in the
interests of Russia and against the EU’s new members. The deal, which held potentially
serious ramifications for Hungary and Central Eastern Europe, was a joint effort of OMV
and Surgut, involving plans that would have seen the Austrian company later purchase the
MOL-owned Slovnaft refinery in Bratislava from the Russians. Furthermore it was a clear
indicator that the Austrian government was not the least interested in the consequences
this agreement would have for its fellow EU partner. MOL, which is considered one of
the most efficient refiners in Central Eastern Europe already received most of its oil from
Surgut, but the acquisition of a fifth of its share would have allowed Surgut and Russia
to exert considerable pressure on the company and Hungary.28 The Austrian government
seemingly did not consult with Budapest in this matter. The government of Prime Minister
Viktor Orbán, fearing a creeping take-over of the country’s energy sector through further
Russian investments, eventually decided to buy out the stakes Surgut had acquired two
years earlier, paying almost two billion Euros.29 To finance the deal the government had
to use previously untapped funds from the 2008 IMF bailout package.

26 Jan Cienski: “Poland Selling Assets to Itself”. http://blogs.ft.com/beyond-brics/2012/02/07/polandselling-assets-to-itself/, 7 February 2012.
27 “Poland Has No Plans to Sell Tauron Control to KGHM-Source”. http://af.reuters.com/article/
metalsNews/idAFL6E8FJ3RQ20120419, 19 April 2012.
28 Vladimir Socor: “Austrian OMV Helped Russian Surgut Launch Takeover Attempt against
Hungarian MOL”. The Jamestown Foundation, http://www.jamestown.org/single/?no_cache=1&tx_
ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=37376, 18 January 2011.
29 Guy Chazan: “Hungary Buys Stake in Oil Company”. The Wall Street Journal, http://online.wsj.com/
article/SB10001424052702303654804576343530886058382.html, 25 May 2011.
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The energy mix of the V4 countries in 2007. (Eurostat)

Last but not least, all V4 countries are affected by the EU’s directives to reduce the
emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) by 2020 and beyond. The directive on the promotion
of the use of renewable energy30 that was agreed upon by the countries forces them to
increase the share of renewable energy sources in their energy mix whilst the climate
change package and the therein contained 20–20–20 goals will prove major challenges for
the region, and especially Poland and the Czech Republic. The triple-20 goals that aim at a
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 20 per cent by 2020, compared with 1990 levels,
as well as an overall share of 20 per cent of renewable energy sources in the EU’s energy
mix and energy consumption cuts by 20 per cent,31 are especially difficult to achieve for
the new member states of the EU, given their overall less modern and less energy efficient
economies. The EU’s Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS), which set up a global trading
scheme and covers the EU’s emissions, will soon enter phase III, with a reduced number
of allowances. The system which in phase I and II has covered around half of the EU’s
emissions, mostly those from heavy industries, such as power plants, oil refineries or steel
mills, allocates a set amount of national allocations and an overall number of EU-wide
allowances. The number of certificates issued in 2005 will be reduced by one fifth till 2020.
The reduced availability of emission certificates will therefore increase the effective costs
of energy in countries with high emission levels and should provide stimulus to increase
the energy efficiency of heavy industries as well as usher in an overhaul of traditionally
dirty energy production towards greener alternatives.32 This will affect in particular
Poland and the Czech Republic which both depend on coal to cover a large part of their
30 “Directive 2009/28/EC on the Promotion of the Use of Energy from Renewable”. European Commission,
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32009L0028:EN:NOT, 23 April
2009.
31 “Citizens’ Summary. EU Climate and Energy Package”. European Commission, http://ec.europa.eu/
climateaction/docs/climate-energy_summary_en.pdf.
32 “EU Climate Package Explained”. BBC, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/7765094.stm, 9 April 2010.
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primary energy consumption and electricity generation. More than 90 per cent of Poland’s
electricity is produced by burning coal and lignites.33 Even though the country’s vast coal
reserves have helped keep the import dependence of Poland significantly lower than the
EU average – in 2004 Poland’s import dependency was 14.7 per cent, compared with 50.1
per cent for the EU27 – the high emissions of burning solid fossil fuels now force Warsaw
to change its energy strategies. This will be particularly challenging, as Poland’s energy
mix is heavily biased towards coal, much stronger than the energy mixes of the other V4
countries. Poland’s energy needs were covered overwhelmingly by coal (around 57 per
cent) and oil (around 25 per cent) – in other words very dirty fuels with high emission
levels. Similarly, the Czech Republic’s energy mix is based mostly on solid fossil fuels (45
per cent and 20 per cent respectively).34 The government in Warsaw has announced that
the reduction in emissions will be largely achieved through the introduction of nuclear
energy in the country’s energy mix – an issue that has caused a rift between the EU’s
nuclear power supporters and those that have decided to phase out nuclear power, such as
Germany.35 It will be the last of the V4 countries to introduce nuclear power to its energy
mix.

Diverging Positions towards Russia

H

owever, even though the countries of the V4 region share a number of common
problems, they do not agree on the assessment of Russia as their most important
(or sole) natural gas supplier. (The problem of Russian oil supplies is a bit less
pressing given the global oil market which allows for a relative degree of diversification of
suppliers and supply routes.) Whereas the governments in Prague and Warsaw perceive
Moscow and its natural gas export monopoly Gazprom as a threat to the national
security of their countries, Slovakia and Hungary seem to regard Russia as a reliable
and trustworthy partner.36 Given their common history in the aftermath of WWII, these
differences in their perception cannot be attributed to history alone. Recent incidents,
such as the Russian import ban on Polish meat products and the sudden disruption to the
Lithuanian oil refinery at Mazeikiu Nafta, after the facility was sold to Poland’s PKN
Orlen and not a Russian bidder,37 might have contributed to the growing lack of trust
between Warsaw and Moscow. Even though Russia had cited urgent repairs as the reason
for the shutdown of the supply line of the Friendship pipeline to Mazeikiu, which have
since then not been undertaken, and in May 2007 Russia’s Industry and Energy Minister,
33 Honorata Nyga-Łukaszewska: “Poland’s Energy Security Strategy”. IAGS, http://www.ensec.org/
index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=279:assessing-polands-energy-security-strategy
&catid=114:content0211&Itemid=374, 15 March 2011.
34 Eurostat 2007.
35 Jan Puhl: “Unwelcome Interference – Polish Nuclear Dreams Threaten Ties with Germany”. Spiegel
Online, http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/0,1518,820756,00.html, 12 March 2012.
36 “Visegrad Countries and Russia”. Visegrad.info, http://www.visegrad.info/v4-eu-russia-relations/
factsheet/visegrad-countries-and-russia.html, 7 May 2010.
37 “EU Presses Russia to Drop Polish Meat Ban”. EUObserver, http://euobserver.com/19/23817, 30
March 2007.
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Viktor Khristenko, stated that no repairs would be attempted given the high costs and
complexity of the necessary repair works and the lacking economic justification to bring
back online this section of the Friendship pipeline.38 Relations between Poland and Russia
reached a low point after the announcement that the country would host part of the U.S.
anti-missile shield, which, though officially intended to protect Europe and the U.S. against
nuclear missiles launched by “rogue” states, such as Iran or North Korea, was regarded as
targeted against Russia by the Kremlin. Russian reactions were furious and ranged from
threats of deteriorating relations to military retaliation and even the beginning of a new
Cold War. Announced in the wake of the war between Russia and Georgia, senior Russian
military figures declared that any such move could not “go unpunished”, making Poland
a target itself.39 Earlier Prime Minister Vladimir Putin rejected U.S. attempts to create a
“world of one master, one sovereign” and the Duma, the Russian parliament, cautioned
that such a move could trigger a revival of the Cold War.40 Significantly, Russia’s position
had been backed by the governments of Germany and France, two of the EU’s strongest
and most faithful partners of Moscow. Recently relations between Poland and Russia
have improved, largely due to the more pragmatic approach of the central-liberal Civic
Platform (Platforma Obywatelska, PO) government of Donald Tusk. The scrapping of
the original anti-missile shield by U.S. president Obama were not welcomed but accepted
by the Polish government and seen as a step of rapprochement in Russia.41 However, the
announced modified version of the defence plan was not pleasing the elites in Moscow,
but greatly contributing to a closer cooperation between Poland and Czech Republic, as
both countries hope to enlist U.S. support in case of any future incidents with their big
eastern neighbour.42 However, any sabre-rattling came to a close when on April 10, 2010,
when a Polish military aircraft, carrying 96 people, including the Polish president Lech
Kaczyński and his wife, were killing when the plane crashed near the city of Smolensk.
Russian condolences and the Polish–Russian cooperation during the investigation of the
crash led to a significant warming that greatly improved relations between both countries
for a while.
The Czech Republic similarly experienced repeatedly that policies that might be
considered as directed against Russia could result in far-reaching consequences. The meat
ban that had been imposed on Polish exports had also targeted the country. Later, after
Prague agreed to host the radar station as part of the U.S. anti-missile shield, Russia’s oil
pipeline monopoly Transneft cut supplies to the Czech Republic by 40 per cent, down
from 500,000 tons (as contracted) to around 300,000 tons in July. Whether this was
38 Vladimir Socor: “Russian Oil Pipeline Shutoff to Lithuania: Wider Ramifications”. The Jamestown
Foundation, http://www.jamestown.org/single/?no_cache=1&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=32789, 6
June 2007.
39 Thom Shanker: “Russia Lashes out on Missile Deal”. New York Times, http://www.nytimes.
com/2008/08/15/world/europe/16poland.html?_r=1&hp, 15 August 2008.
40 Luke Harding: “Russia Threatening New Cold War over Missile Defence”. The Guardian, http://
www.guardian.co.uk/world/2007/apr/11/usa.topstories3, 11 April 2007.
41 Peter Baker: “White House Scraps Bush’s Approach to Missile Shield”. New York Times, http://www.
nytimes.com/2009/09/18/world/europe/18shield.html?_r=1&hp, 17 September 2009.
42 Peter Baker: “Mending Fences, Biden Assures Poland that U.S. Is Watching over It”. New York Times,
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/22/world/europe/22biden.html, 21 October 2009.
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indeed due to technical problems as was announced two weeks later – enough time to
cause confusion in Prague and the wider V4 region – seems unlikely as only the Czech
Republic, which depends on Russian oil for around 70 per cent of its oil imports, was
affected by the disruption.43
Hungary and Slovakia, however, have a very different position towards Russia. Unlike
its Central European partners, Hungary has always welcomed the Russian South Stream
pipeline proposal, even if it would directly rival the EU’s flagship project to diversify away
from Russian gas, the Nabucco pipeline. Whether the support for both projects was born
out of the pragmatism of the Hungarian government – as both could deliver natural gas to
the country – or out of a misunderstood conception of diversification of supply routes as
the most important means of improving the country’s energy security, is secondary, but
could hold serious ramifications for the Nabucco project. The former government of Ferenc
Gyurcsány went as far as to declare its support for the Russian project whilst MOL, the
country’s leading oil refiner and gas distributing company, had been a founding member
of the Nabucco consortium.44 This move could have been triggered by the opportunity to
turn the country into the natural gas hub for the CEE region – a direct assault on Austria
and the Baumgarten hub which was singled out as the final destination for natural gas
transported through Nabucco.45 Recently the new Orbán government announced that MOL
would be selling its share in the Nabucco project, even though no such indication has been
given by the company itself.46 In any case, Orbán’s remark might be more revealing about
his own relations with Brussels and the EU as a whole, which have been marked by severe
clashes over the increasingly authoritarian nature of the political system in Hungary than
about the ongoing commitment to Nabbucco.
Slovakia seems to be the most untroubled about dependence on Russia. Even though
there was no strong argument in favour of selling shares of the Transpetrol company which
controls the downstream section of the Friendship pipeline in Slovakia, ownership of 49
per cent was transferred to Russia’s oil giant Yukos in 2002. Following the bankruptcy
of Yukos, those shares were eventually bought back by the Slovak government in 2006,47
but efforts to further stabilise the country’s energy sector and increase the number of
suppliers and supply routes have remained very limited.
This division between the V4 into two groups – Russia-sceptics Poland and the
Czech Republic and Russophiles Hungary and Slovakia – should however not prove to be
unbridgeable. Both Nabucco and South Stream will help improve the energy security of
43 Vladimir Socor: “Russia Cuts Oil Supplies to Czech Republic without Explanation”. The Jamestown
Foundation, http://www.jamestown.org/single/?no_cache=1&tx_ttnews%5Btt_news%5D=33802, 15
July 2008.
44 “Budapest Defends South Stream Move”. Upstream, http://www.upstreamonline.com/live/
article149486.ece, 27 February 2008.
45 “Route”. Nabucco Gas Pipeline, http://www.nabucco-pipeline.com/portal/page/portal/en/pipeline/
route.
46 Toby Vogel: “Gas Pipeline Project ‘in Trouble’, Says Orbán”. European Voice, http://www.
europeanvoice.com/article/2012/april/gas-pipeline-project-in-trouble-says-orban/74193.aspx, 24
April 2012.
47 Tomasz Dąborowski: “A New Stage in the Dispute over Transpetrol?”. OSW, http://www.osw.waw.pl/
en/publikacje/ceweekly/2009-05-06/a-new-stage-dispute-over-transpetrol, 6 May 2009.
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the V4 countries to some extent. The fact that both projects would bypass Ukraine already
means an improvement, as natural gas supply deliveries will be no longer affected by
disputes between Kiev and Moscow. Undoubtedly Nabucco (or any other pipeline project
without Russian involvement for that matter) would be boosting the energy security of
the region more than South Stream as it would not only represent a diversification of
supply routes – and thus a circumvention of future supply disruption caused by disputes
between Moscow and transit countries – but also of suppliers. The energy rich Caspian
states, foremost Turkmenistan, hold enough recoverable reserves to significantly challenge
Russia’s dominant position on the European natural gas market. However, without new
pipelines Turkmen gas will continue to flow through the Russian pipelines, effectively
reducing any diversification to little more but diversification on paper.

A Proposal for Cooperation
to Boost Energy Security of the Extended V4

E

ach of the V4 countries alone is too small to hold a strong position in negotiations
with Russia due to the currently underdeveloped interconnection of networks as
well as the overall size of their natural gas markets. However, even when taking
into account the different perceptions towards Russia that have been observed above, a
stronger cooperation between the countries in the region would seem advisable in order
to boost energy security and negotiate cheaper natural gas supplies. It should be in the
interest of all governments to drive down costs while increasing the energy security and
in case of the V4 (or even the extended V4+), this would not only translate into a reduced
threat of supply cuts but could also mean a stronger role for all involved countries in the
EU’s affairs in general.
In the following a number of suggestions and proposals will be introduced that should
be considered by all governments to mitigate the prospects of a Russian monopoly over
supplies – and thus Russian (in)direct influence on the country’s position in domestic and
European affairs. Some are of a purely political nature, but most will require more than
declarations of intentions to cooperate as their success will depend on the establishment of
the necessary infrastructure. All are based on the unique characteristics of the individual
markets as well as their geographical and geological features.

A Common Position towards Russia
through Energy Purchase Groups and Coordination

O

ne of the biggest problems the V4 countries currently face is their weak position
vis-á-vis Russia. Moscow enjoys leverage over all countries in the region,
especially because no talks to coordinate their position are held before negotiations.
Instead Russia is allowed to apply divide-and-rule tactics, playing the countries of the
region against each other. Individually their imports of natural gas (and oil) account for
only a small share of Russia’s overall exports, however, combined they would make the
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V4 one of the biggest purchasers of Russian fuels. In 2007 Germany imported around
40 bcm of natural gas from Russia, whereas the combined imports of the V4 amounted
to around 38 bcm.48 The extended V4+ would actually make the region the biggest and
most powerful customer and could rival the German-Italian imports, giving the countries
involved leverage over Russia.
Given these facts, one of the most effective measures to boost the security of the
V4 would be a common position of all involved countries towards Russia. This could
be accomplished effectively, once the V4 markets are properly interconnected, through
either intergovernmental agreements or more effectively the creation of what might be
labelled an energy purchase group. This organisation would be compromised of the major
energy companies in the region. A rotating or permanent presidency would conduct
energy negotiations with Russia, thereby representing an entity equally important to
Russia as its single biggest EU customer, Germany. Such a solution would ensure that
all supplies to the region are fairly priced, without any “security premium”. Currently
such a premium should be considered to be implicitly added to the costs of supplies
these countries receive, given their unfavourable position during negotiations and their
high dependency on Russia. There should be no doubt that reaching an agreement about
the involvement of the governments in such a purchase group will be difficult to reach
and opposition from the dominant market players on the V4 energy markets should be
expected, too. Nonetheless, the governments of the region should take a pro-active stance
towards Russia and if necessary sep up a V4 purchase group run jointly and financed
through a newly set up purchase fund (or any other instrument of finance) to ensure a
near doubling of the currently available reserve. This could be achieved in parallel with
the dominant market players on the national energy markets, which are already required
to set up emergency stocks.
Even without the creation of an energy purchase group, measures to improve the
position of the V4 during negotiations should be undertaken. The easiest way to do so
would be to coordinate the position between governments before negotiations with Russia
take place. Were the countries to agree a position with regards to the conditions of future
supplies, as well as issues such as pricing, Russian attempts to apply divide-and-rule
tactics would fall through. Pre-summit coordination, especially in the V4+ setting, would
allow the region to exert a stronger role also during EU summits. Whereas the V4 alone
have 58 votes in the Council, twice the count of Germany, or equal to Russia’s biggest
customers of natural gas, Germany and Italy combined, the extended V4+ (including
Romania and Bulgaria) would have 82 votes – one third of the necessary 255 votes
required to reach a qualified majority. The Baltic States would most likely be voting in
line with the V4+, bringing the total to 97 votes.49 All this, however, will not be enough
to bring about a radical change of the position of the EU towards Russia. Nonetheless, a
cooperation of the V4+ and the Baltic States – a total of nine countries – would enable
these member states to cooperate by using the EU’s enhanced cooperation mechanism.
Given the reluctance of Italy, Germany or France to engage with and confront Russia over
its use of energy supplies as another means of enforcing its foreign policy goals, enhanced
48 Eurostat 2007.
49 “The Council of the European Union”. Consilium, http://www.consilium.europa.eu/council?lang=en.
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cooperation would give the cooperation of those nine states the necessary official backing
of the European Union.50
However, given the different perceptions prevailing in Budapest and Bratislava on
the one hand, and Warsaw and Prague on the other, will require efforts by the concerned
governments to create a common position.

Cooperation in R&D and Common Natural Gas Storage

C

ooperation in research and development (R&D) of carbon capture storage (CCS)
technology and a wider implementation in the V4 region could tap the regions,
especially Poland’s and the Czech Republic’s, vast coal and lignite reserves which
would increase the region’s energy security and would allow them to continue using solid
fuels to maintain their electricity and energy production levels. Given the cost of further
R&D in the field of CCS and the installation of or upgrading of existing power plants with
CCS technology, a cooperation in this area would, assuming further interconnection of
electricity and energy networks, help to drive down costs for the technology and increase
the energy security of the region. However, even though CCS could help to reduce
emissions from coal by more than 90 per cent, and could contribute between 10 to 55
per cent of all CO2 emissions till 210051 it might actually increase production costs of
plants equipped with CCS technology. Estimates are inconclusive but suggest that CCS
technology might increase the fuel needs of plants by as much as 25 or even 40 per cent,
which would also mean a significant increase in overall production costs that would be
added to the end customer costs. However, mass deployment and further research into
the technology – though initially driving up costs and putting strain on the budgets of
all involved countries – could result in a significant reduction of costs and even make
electricity generation of CCS equipped plants by 2025 cheaper than in unsequestered coal
powered plants.52 One of the first plants in the region to be equipped with the technology
is the coal-powered plant in Bełchatów, Poland, which by 2015 should be using CCS to
capture more than 80 per cent of its CO2 emissions.53
Such a solution would be beneficial to the region for many reasons. Not only would
further R&D allow the countries of the V4 to take leadership in this area. Especially
Poland’s workforce would benefit from the continued exploitation of its vast coal deposits.
A similar observation can be made with regards to the Czech Republic. Countries with
currently lower shares of coal in their energy mix would be able to introduce coal and
lignites as a further element to broaden their energy portfolio. Coal and lignites would
thus become a more sought after fuel that could help bolster the coffers of the V4 countries
whilst increasing the energy security of the EU as a whole.
50 “Enhanced Cooperation”. Europa, http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/institutional_affairs/
treaties/nice_treaty/nice_treaty_cooperations_en.htm.
51 “IPCC Special Report on Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage (2005)”. IPCC, http://www.ipcc.ch/
pdf/special-reports/srccs/srccs_wholereport.pdf.
52 “Technology Roadmap (2005)”. Coal Utilization Research Council (CURC), http://www.coal.org/
roadmap/index.asp.
53 “Bełchatów CCS Project”. CCSNetwork, http://microsites.ccsnetwork.eu/belchatow.
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The increased use of coal in the energy mix of the EU will stir up opposition from
environmental groups, however, the further improvements of CCS technology will make
solid fuels more environmentally friendly and less polluting, therefore R&D efforts should
be significantly intensified. Another geographical characteristic of the V4 region should
also be taken into consideration: Hungary’s now largely depleted natural gas fields, such as
Szőreg-1.54 These could be converted into large underground natural gas storage facilities.
Such a development would complement the ongoing interconnection efforts in the region
and would, either as part of the energy purchase group’s facilities or used in cooperation
by the governments to store more emergency supplies, greatly increase the availability of
natural gas even in case of supply disruptions. Natural gas, either through LNG supplies
or traditionally delivered via pipelines from Austria, Croatia, Germany or Russia, would
then cease to be a good that could be used to blackmail the region’s countries.

A Grand Plan vs. Partial Implementation

M

eans to increase the energy security of the V4 region require a multitude of
single efforts, ranging from closer and more efficient coordination, better
interconnection of national energy networks, to diversification of suppliers and
supply routes and improved and jointly financed efforts in R&D in and deployment of
CCS technology. As all these means are intertwined the overall desirable outcome for the
region would be an implementation of all singular projects in a combined grand scheme.
The improvements in CCS technology would allow them to continue using solid fossil
fuels as a major component in their national energy mixes, while common natural gas
storage facilities would benefit the region and greatly increase the overall availability
of gas, assuming proper interconnection would allow for the flow between markets.
Natural gas storage facilities could be managed jointly by the V4 countries that, too,
could be responsible for the purchase of the additional volumes from either Russia or any
other source through LNG (for example through LNG from Poland or Italy’s Trieste) or
pipelines.
However, given the difficulties of finding a common position among the V4 (and to an
even larger extent the V4+ or the V4+ and the Baltic States) due to their different priorities
and perception of Russia, the implement of a grand energy security scheme is unlikely.
Instead it remains more probable that each country will prioritise different factors to boost
their energy security. These, however, could still allow for some overlaps that could be
exploited for regional cooperation. Interconnection, regardless of any other project, will
improve the energy security of each country to some extent, especially if capacities will
allow for deliveries from the better interconnected markets of Western Europe. Connection
to the German, Austrian and Italian networks will be of essential importance as long as
other diversification projects, such as the Polish (and Baltic, probably Lithuanian55) LNG

54 “Surface Facilities of Szőreg-1 Underground Gas Storage”. MMBF, http://www.mmbf.hu/en/company/
gas_storage/.
55 “Lithuania Eyes LNG Imports from Norway”. Reuters, http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/04/13/
lithuania-lng-norway-idUSL6E8FD3GN20120413, 13 April 2012.
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in the North and Croatian and possibly Bulgarian or Romanian LNG56 in the South and
East will allow for a more diversified energy portfolio of the region.
Poland and the Czech Republic are the most likely countries to invest into further
R&D in the field of CCS given their large coal deposits and the role of solid fuels in
their energy mix. Not only are they and their workforce the most likely to benefit from
the continued exploitation of coal, but it will also allow them to actually increase their
exports. An unsuspected partner for those countries might be Germany, which, due to its
so labelled Energiewende, the phase-out of nuclear power by 2022,57 might reconsider
the use of its significant coal and lignite reserves as gas powered plants and the increased
amount of RES alone might not be enough to cover its energy demand.
LNG will remain a priority for Poland and it will most likely continue to support the
Lithuanian efforts to establish a second LNG port in the region, as this would allow for
further diversification of natural gas imports. However, while diversification of supply
routes is important for the energy security of Poland, two another issues will become
an even more important factor in the country’s efforts to bolster its supply security.
Unconventional natural gas reserves, often subsumed under the term shale gas, might be
big enough to cover not only the natural gas needs of the country but the whole region and
could turn Poland into a regional gas behemoth. Even though initial estimates have been
corrected from 5.3 tcm to less than 1.9 tcm, with more conservative estimates ranging
between 400–800 bcm, Warsaw continues to believe in the potential of shale gas to correct
the current imbalances in its energy portfolio.58 Whereas significant shale gas reserves are
projected to exist in a number of countries, currently only two EU member states, Poland
and the UK, have expressed their support for their exploitation. France, which could hold
the second largest shale gas reserves (trailing Poland in initial estimates59), has banned
fracking, the technique used to crack rock structures that hold gas, and other countries
like Bulgaria have jointed Paris in its more cautious and reserved approach towards shale
gas.60
The second important addition to Poland’s energy mix will be nuclear power, even
though it will not be before 2020 that the first nuclear power plant will begin production of
emission-free energy.61 Taking into account similar plans in the Baltic States and Belarus’
intention to build a new nuclear power plant close to the Lithuanian border (around 50
kilometres from Vilnius) between 2016 and 2020 will result in an energy surplus in the
56 “Korea Gas Technology Eyes Romania LNG”. Upstream, http://www.upstreamonline.com/live/
article290749.ece, 23 November 2011.
57 “Die Energiewende in Deutschland”. Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Technologie, http://www.
bmwi.de/Dateien/BMWi/PDF/energiewende-in-deutschland,property=pdf,bereich=bmwi,sprache
=de,rwb=true.pdf, February 2012.
58 “Lower Poland Shale Gas Reserves Estimated”. UPI, http://www.upi.com/Business_News/EnergyResources/2012/03/23/Lower-Poland-shale-gas-reserves-estimated/UPI-90051332498600/, 23 March
2012.
59 “World Shale Gas Resources: An Initial Assessment of 14 Regions Outside the United States”. EIA,
http://www.eia.gov/analysis/studies/worldshalegas/, 5 April 2011.
60 “Bulgaria Bans Shale Gas Drilling with ‘Fracking’ Method”. BBC, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/worldeurope-16626580, 19 January 2012.
61 “Poland Gears up to Build First Nuclear Power Plant”. OilPrice, http://oilprice.com/AlternativeEnergy/Nuclear-Power/Poland-Gears-Up-to-Build-First-Nuclear-Power-Plant.html, 9 February 2012.
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region.62 Interconnection with the Belarussian electricity grid though is currently not a
realistic option, but cannot be ruled out in the future.
Hungary and Slovakia are less likely to seek real diversification of suppliers, though
the Hungarian support for both Nabucco (still) and South Stream might result in a more
stable and secure supply of natural gas, as it will allow Russian gas to bypass Ukraine.
However, it replaces the dependence on transit countries only with further and immediate
dependence on Russia. Given Hungary’s defiant position towards the EU and most
European initiatives, efforts to support the creation of a more unified position vis-á-vis
Moscow might continue to lack support from Budapest.
Bratislava, too, under the new government of Robert Fico is unlikely to take
determined steps to increase the country’s energy security. The strengthening of Slovak–
Russian relations during the first term of Robert Fico (2006–2010) as prime minister will
most likely be repeated following the electoral victory of his Smer party (Smer – sociálna
demokracia; English: Direction – Social Democracy) in April 2012. Fico has been among
the first politicians, and one of the few in the new members states, to declare that Georgia
had provoked the Russo-Georgian war.63 This has been in stark contrast with the positions
held by Warsaw,64 which strongly condemned the war, and Budapest and Prague, which
held middle ranged positions.65 Another example of Slovakia joining sides with Russia
against its partners in the V4 is its opposition to the U.S. anti-missile installation in Poland
and the Czech Republic.66 Indeed it remains likely that Slovakia will undertake no big
measures besides further interconnection to strengthen its energy security.
Renewable energy sources will play a mildly important role in the energy mix of all
four countries, even though it seems likely that they will only implement the EU’s quota
for RES and put a stronger focus on the above-mentioned measures to develop more
traditional means of energy generation instead. This is largely due to the costs of RES,
which once tapped into might provide free and unlimited energy, but the development and
deployment of technology to utilise solar, wind or hydro power might currently serve as
a major obstacle for the region to become a pioneer in using RES on a very large scale.
Financial support from the EU might serve as a catalyst but it seems unlikely to assume
the other member states (both old and new) would agree to further support for the V4 if it
would reduce their own share of allocated funds.
62 “Belarus Nuclear Power Plant ‘Worries’ Lithuania”. EurActiv, http://www.euractiv.com/energy/
belarus-nuclear-power-plant-worries-lithuania-news-500604, 14 December 2010.
63 “Slovak Prime Minister Knows Who Provoked this War in the Caucasus”. HN Online, http://hnonline.
sk/news/c1-26396000-slovak-prime-minister-knows-who-provoked-this-war-in-the-caucasus, 13
August 2008.
64 Poland was joined in its protest by Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia and Ukraine. Even Belarus was hardpressed to offer any support and the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, too, failed to endorse
Russia’s actions or embrace its support for the independence of South Ossetia and Abkhazia. Gregory
Gleason: “The Russo-Georgian War and Great Power Politics”. Central Asia – Caucasus Institute
Analyst, http://www.cacianalyst.org/?q=node/4938, 17 September 2008.
65 “Visegrad Countries and Russia”. Visegrad info, http://www.visegrad.info/v4-eu-russia-relations/
factsheet/visegrad-countries-and-russia.html, 7 May 2010.
66 “U.S. Missile Defence in Europe Angers Russia”. CBC, http://www.cbc.ca/news/world/story/2007/03/05/
missiledefence-eu.html, 5 March 2007.
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For similar reasons it remains to be seen if governments will be able to find enough
strength and determination, as well as financial means, to implement a grand scheme
as compared to multiple small projects to increase the region’s energy security. In the
most probable scenario that no grand leap will be attempted it will remain of essential
importance that the efforts do no hinder projects in the other countries to improve energy
security, in particular with regards to the position towards Russia during negotiations that
might touch upon supply deliveries. A quid-pro-quo deal, for example a ‘No’ to the U.S.
anti-missile shield in return for discounted gas deliveries would undermine not only the
already weak coherence of the V4 but could result in Russia deploying its own ‘Trojan’
horse with the group of Central Eastern European member states and the EU.67 This,
similar to inaction, could prove fatal for any efforts to increase the energy security of
the V4.

The author is an intern of the Hungarian Institute of International Affairs.
67 The notion of a ‘Trojan’ horse in the EU is not new and has repeatedly shifted, depending on the
issues debated in Brussels. As mentioned in case of the purchase of shares in MOL, Austria was
accused of having acted as Russia’s Trojan horse, more often, however, Greece or Cyprus have been
acting in defence or in favour of Russia. Mark Leonard – Nicu Popescu: “A ‘Power Audit’ of EU 27
– Russia Relations”. European Council on Foreign Relations, http://ecfr.eu/page/-/documents/ECFREU-Russia-power-audit.pdf, 2007.
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